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Introduction
It is well established that the visual processes mediating object recognition can be dissociated from those implicated in object orientation perception. According to the dual visual pathway theory, the ventral cortical areas are involved in object recognition independently from orientation, while the perception of object position in the space and in relation to the observer's viewpoint are mediated by the dorsal stream to support action guidance The description of orientation agnosia, the inability to perceive object orientation in space despite preserved object recognition supports this theory The deficit selectivity of these rare patients suggest that mirror orientations is analyzed by at least partially independent networks with respect to the other orientations. Indeed a recent voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping on a cohort of patients suffering from stroke reported only partial overlap of the lesioned sites along the dorsal pathway in patients with orientation agnosia or agnosia for mirror stimuli (Martinaud et al. 2016 ).
Imaging studies on healthy volunteer have identified an extensive cortical network underlying symmetry and orientation perception. Interestingly this system is activated also by multisensory visuo-tactile signals (Sathian et al. 1997 
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That mirror images are somewhat special with respect to the other orientations is also suggested by developmental studies. Habituation paradigms showed that four-month old infants confuse mirror symmetric stimuli, despite can discriminate oblique orientations (Bornstein et al. 1978) . Symmetric oblique orientations in particular seem to pose the biggest challenge. Gregory & McCloskey (2011) analyzed the frequency of errors made during forced choice tasks in 4-5 years old children. Children were able to choose the correct orientation in 63% of the trials for the oblique orientation and 74% for the cardinals, when there was no memory load.
The error-distribution analysis showed that children often confused mirror stimuli around the object principal axis of elongation (OPA, i.e. with respect to the object) and around the extrinsic vertical axis (EVA, i.e. with respect to the vertical external axis), performing left-right reflection. Correct categorization of left-right oblique orientations mature by the age of 6 years in normal children, while 90 degrees errors are rare for cardinal orientations since very early in life (Palomares et al. 2009 ).
These results suggest that an important difference should be made between perception of diagonal and cardinal orientations, the former being much more difficult to categorize than the latter for healthy children. At adult age almost no left-right errors are made, although decisions can still take longer for mirror symmetry (Sekuler and Houlihan 1968, Gregory and McCloskey 2010) . This late development is probably linked to the written language and reading acquisition, known to refine human ability to distinguish between left-right mirror images (Kolinsky et Mirror visual symmetry deficit is rarely observed in developmental disorders, with the exception of Williams syndrome. These children fail to report correctly mirror symmetry images particularly for the left-right reversal, suggesting that mirror symmetry visual perception is mediated by dorsal pathways that is strongly affected in this pathology (Atkinson et al. 2003, Atkinson and Braddick 2011) .
In the present experiment we describe a group of six subjects with periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) with supra-modal agnosia for oblique mirror orientations, providing evidence that perception of oblique object orientations is dissociated from cardinal orientation and that the underlying network is shared between different modalities.
4 PVL refers to lesions to the cerebral white matter, usually occurring between the 24 th and 36 th week of gestational age (Volpe 2009 
Clinical assessment
All subjects underwent an extensive visual assessment evaluating visual acuity by optotypes, visual field perimetry, optic atrophy, refractive errors, characterization of the oculomotor pattern including evaluation of fixation and the description of abnormal eye movements such as nystagmus, presence of strabismus and stereopsis with the Lang test, color perception with the Ishihara test, contrast vision with LEA symbols, translational motion and symmetry perception in pictures with in-house tests.
In the picture-symmetry test patients were presented with two line drawings of the same object (for example a bike or a cup, see figure 1A -B). The images could be horizontally or vertically aligned, or misallied and they could appear either in the canonical view or rotated of ±90°. Trials where objects had the same orientation were intermingled with trials containing two mirror images of the same drawing ( fig 1A-B ).
Patients were asked to say whether the two drawing of the same object were identical. We took particular care in explaining that the judgment should not be based on the object that the drawing represented, as those were always identical in the individual trial. Within each trial, objects could differ in their orientation around the yaxis (left-right reflection) or the around both y-and x-axes (left-right and up-down 
Psychophysical evaluation
In randomized order, subjects performed an orientation categorization task, an orientation reproduction task and a posting task, administered in several variants in older children (see results). Visual stimuli were presented in a dimly lit room on either a calibrated CRT screen (Sony 21", resolution 1280z1024) or on a calibrated LCD screen 17" (LG L1730SF, resolution 1024x768) at refresh rate of 60 Hz. Stimuli were generated and presented under Matlab 9.0 using PsychToolbox routines (Brainard, 1997).
Orientation categorization task
Two black bars (1x6 degrees) on a gray background were displayed at ±7 degrees of eccentricity from a central fixation point on the horizontal plane. Stimuli were shown for 1 s, and subjects were required to judge whether the orientations of the bars was identical or not, in a two alternative forced choice paradigm. Bars could appear either with cardinal (for convention we labeled horizontal and vertical orientation as 0 and 90 degrees respectively) or diagonal (+ or -45 degrees)
orientations.
We tested the generality of the deficit with several other visual stimuli in a subsample of subjects. In particular, we repeated the task substituting the line with
Gabor patches (7.5 degrees diameter, spatial frequency: 0.7 cycle/degrees, contrast: 20%), or two second-order stimuli comprising clouds of small white bars (7.5 degrees diameters, each bar subtending 4x20 arcmin drawn on a virtual array spaced 30
arcmin) half of which were coherently oriented to form a thick bar embedded in a randomly oriented pattern (see Figure 1C ).
To test for simultagnosia, we presented the stimuli sequentially (1s ISI) in the center of the screen. We also used two Gabor patches with different spatial frequency (respectively 0.7 and 1.4 cycle/degrees) presented simultaneously.
We further tested if the orientation agnosia was specific to spatiotopic or egocentric or retinotopic coordinates system by presenting the stimuli with a 45 deg head tilt, or by screen tilting or in the supine body position. 
Orientation reproduction task
The same stimuli used for the orientation categorization task were used for the reproduction task: participants were asked to rotate one of the two bars until their orientations were matched perceptually. Subjects rotate the bars clockwise or counterclockwise by pressing the right or the left arrow respectively. We allowed unlimited time to perform the match. In two subjects we tested a cross modal version of the reproduction task.
Subjects viewed a black bar on one side of the screen while reproducing its orientation by manually rotating the wooden bar, which was hidden from their vision and presented in the other hemispace.
In order to evaluate if the participants were able to match local visual cues to solve the task, we visually presented a black bar superimposed on a full screen black and white grating (spatial frequency=0.7 degrees), and participants were asked to rotate the black bar until it matched the orientation of the full screen grid.
For each of the four orientation tested, the percentage of trials was plotted as a function of the errors from veridical. Mean absolute errors for cardinal and diagonal orientations and across groups were compared by bootstrap sign-test.
Posting task
Subjects were asked to match the orientation of the same bar used for the orientation categorization task with a piece of cardboard held in their hand, mimicking a posting action into the letter box, i.e. the black bar (Goodale et al. 1991) . For each of the four orientations tested, the percentage of trials was plotted as function of the errors from veridical and mean absolute errors were evaluated by bootstrap sign-test.
Spatial frequency and orientation discrimination thresholds
To evaluate low-level visual sensitivity we tested spatial frequency and orientation discrimination thresholds with a 2AFC. To measure spatial frequency threshold we simultaneously presented two grating patches of different spatial M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT frequencies (7.5 degrees diameter, spatial frequency: 0.7 cycle/degrees, contrast: 20%) at ±10 deg eccentricities for 1s. Within each trial the two gratings always had the same orientation that could be either vertical, horizontal or ±45 degree. Subjects were required to judge whether the two gratings had the same or different spatial frequency (bar thickness).
In two highly collaborative subjects, we measured the orientation discrimination threshold for ±45 degree in separate sessions. A luminance-modulated
Gabor grating (7.5 degrees diameter, spatial frequency 0.7 cycle/degrees, contrast 20%) was briefly presented (1 s) in the center of the screen at ±2.5, ±5, ±7.5, ±10, ±15, ±22.5, ±30 degrees from oblique orientation, and the subjects had to report whether the orientation appeared more vertical or more horizontal. The proportion of 'more horizontal' responses was fit as a function of the grating orientation with a cumulative Gaussian function. The 50% point estimated the point of subjective equality (PSE), and the difference in degrees between the 50% and the 75% points gave the just notable difference (JND). Table 1 p=0.31). Judgments of diagonal orientation were therefore significantly impaired in PVL patients with respect to the control subject (independent sample Mann-Whitney U Test: p=0.024 and p=0.036 for the visual and haptic domain respectively).
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Results
In some cases (mainly for S5), we observed 'below chance' accuracies. This may reflect either a systematic incorrect categorization of orientation or that only one of the oblique orientation was more strongly altered, increasing the percentage of response "different". However a close look at S5's performance separately for To verify that the orientation deficit is general and not related to low level characteristics of the stimuli, S4, S5 and S6 were further tested with Gabor patches and second order oriented patterns (see Fig.4C ). Judgments of diagonal orientations were equally impaired for both type of stimuli in PVL patients, with no subjects performing significantly better than chance (signed test: p>0.05 for each subject and condition, Fig. 6 ). On the contrary, control subjects classified both cardinal and diagonal orientations well above chance both when judging Gabor patches and second order oriented patterns (accuracy for cardinal orientations: 100% with both type of stimuli; accuracy for diagonal orientations: 87±5% and 98±2% when judging Gabor and second order patterns respectively; all signed tests against chance:
p<0.05).
The deficit observed in PVL patients is not a form of simultaneoagnosia ( Fig.   6B ), given that the accuracy for sequentially presented bars was always at chance (signed test: p>0.05 for each subjects and conditions). Interestingly, orientation judgments of two different objects, such as two gratings of different spatial frequency (Fig 6B) , did not improve performance, reinforcing the finding that the deficit is specific to oblique directions and not to the simultaneous presentation of the same object.
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Having assessed that the deficit is related to object orientation in space, we performed additional tests to identify the coordinate system that define oblique orientations (Fig. 7) . The coordinate system could be anchored to the monitor frame, the subject's head or to gravitational vertical. S1 and S5 were tested with their head's tilted 45 degrees counterclockwise (Fig. 7A) . In none of these subjects did the head tilt improve response accuracy for diagonal orientation judgments, compared with the upright position (sign test: p>0.05 in both subjects), suggesting that the deficit was linked to the object or to the frame axis, and not to the orientation on the retina. This suggests that the deficit is craniotopic and not retinotopic.
The subjects could have exploited the alignment between the bars and the monitor border to correctly perform the task with cardinal orientations. In S4 rotating the monitor frame by 45 deg (Fig. 7B) p=0.0001), given the perfect performance. Overall these results suggest that the perception of the cardinal orientation was genuinely preserved in both subjects and was independent from the retinal and head system of reference.
Finally to test the role of the external frame of reference during orientation judgments, S4 and S5 were tested while lying supine on a bed with the screen either upright or at 45 degrees in front-parallel plane (repeating the tilt monitor rotation, Fig.   7C ). Change of external-world frame of reference did not play any role in this deficit (sign test: p>0.05), with S4 and S5 performance similar to those obtain in upright position. S4 confirmed the use of the monitor frame of reference while judging diagonal orientation (sign test: p=0.003).
To quantify how the subjects categorized the diagonal orientations, we measured their performance in a reproduction task. Figure 8 shows the results for the visual (A) and the haptic (B) modalities, pooling together trials from all PVL subjects.
In both modalities the mean absolute errors for oblique stimuli were markedly higher M A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D Given the similarity between the visual and the haptic orientation deficit, we tested whether it also occurred crossmodally. PVL patients had to reproduce the orientation of a visually presented bar by rotating the bar used in the haptic condition in open-loop. Also in this case (Fig. 9 ) mean absolute errors for oblique stimuli were higher than those in the cardinal conditions (30±6 vs 6.3±1.3, bootstrap sign-test p<0.0001). S4 and S5 showed similar errors with the reproduction task in the visual (Fig. 9A) , haptic ( Fig. 9B ) and cross-modal conditions (Fig. 9C) , reproducing nearly 50% of the trials of oblique orientation with the mirror symmetric.
The deficit in the reproduction task was so strong that most of the PVL subjects were not able to use local visual cues generated by the superimposition of the bar (test) on a grating background (Fig. 10A) . While participants could accurately reproduce the cardinal orientations, diagonal bars were often represented as mirror oriented (mean absolute errors for obliques vs cardinals: 22.5±3 vs 4.4±1.7, bootstrap sign-test p<0.0001). An exception was subject S4 who perfectly performed
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the task, most likely exploiting the local visual cues matching between the bar and the grating, consistent with the behavior observed for the tilted monitor (Fig. 7B ).
Finally, we tested the patients with a posting task (Fig. 10B ) in closed loop,
given that this task has been used successfully to dissociate between vision for perception and vision for action (Goodale et al. 1991) . Subjects were shown a black bar that represented the letter box hole and were asked to post a piece of paper into it, with open view of their hand. Interestingly, there was no orientation deficit under these conditions: performance was extremely accurate in all cases, the mean absolute errors for oblique and cardinal stimuli were not significantly different (0.7±0.12 vs 0.45±0.11, bootstrap sign-test p>0.05).
All our PVL patients also had some early visual deficit and reduced visual acuity. To assess that early vision was not the limiting factor in the categorization task, we measured spatial frequency and orientation discrimination thresholds (Fig.   9 ). Spatial frequency discrimination (Fig. 11A) was not impaired in S4, while it was slightly impaired in S1 and S6 when tested with gratings with both cardinal and oblique orientations, given that typical performance is is 98±2% for cardinal and 93±4% for diagonal (measured in the same setup). During this task patients where shown with two patches of the same orientation but different spatial frequencies, and were asked to judge whether the stimuli were the same or different. In order to provide a correct 'different' response, the patients had to inhibit the aberrant orientation information and focus their attention only on the spatial frequency difference, explaining the small deficit with respect to the typical performance. Indeed it is reassuring that the performance is equal for the cardinal and the oblique orientations.
In S4 and S5, the most collaborative patients, we also measured the orientation discrimination thresholds around the diagonal orientations. S4 showed a very good threshold for ±45 degrees (Fig. 11B, JND=2 .9 and JND=2.0 respectively), comparable with typical thresholds (JND=4.4±0.7). S5 had worse sensitivity ( However, we cannot rule out that the orientation categorization performances of
Figures 5-7 were affected also by the degraded precision around the critical orientations.
4. Discussion Overall, the described deficit is consistent with a pattern of agnosia for oblique mirror orientation, not referred to the object itself but rather to an external vertical symmetry axis.
The agnosia for oblique mirror orientation described here should not be confused with the previously described 'mirror agnosia', also occurring after parietal damage (Ramachandran et al. 1997 , Binkofski et al. 1999 ). Patients with mirror agnosia failed to reach objects when seen throughout a mirror. The difficulty with mirror-guided reaching was present also in patients with mirror ataxia however they could learn, if instructed, to correctly point toward the real object. None of the patients included in the current study presented signs of ataxia at the neurological evaluation.
However, we cannot completely exclude the presence of mirror ataxia (nor mirror agnosia), given that we did not test the subjects with a mirror, It would certainly be interesting to test the patients described in the current study with a mirror to evaluate whether they also present mirror agnosia with or without mirror ataxia.
Only one patient has previously been described with similar orientation deficits in both visual and in haptic modalities (Valtonen et al. 2008 ). However, the reproduction errors in this patient affected all orientations, while our patients were extremely good with cardinal orientations, but selectively impaired with oblique stimuli, both visual and haptic.
Developmental researches have shown that left-right symmetry reflection errors also occur in healthy children (Gregory et al. 2011 ). However, these errors are thought to disappear after 6 years of age (Palomares et al. 2009 ), while our youngest patient was 12 years old. None of our control subjects consistently committed leftright reflection errors, extending the data reported in literature to our tasks. Therefore, PVL lesions might have prevented the normal development of mirror symmetry and of diagonal orientation processing, and no plastic recruitment of different network allowed reaching normal perception. Given that our patient age spanned up to 23
19 years, it is also unlikely that the deficit reflects a late development or that it could be compensated in adulthood.
In some cases, the orientation impairment was so strong that it persisted even with a 45 degrees tilt of the frame of reference. This tilt could have potentially helped the patients to correctly solve the task, as the bar could be referred to the monitor border. However only one subject benefited from the frame of reference to solve the task in the oblique orientation, reinforcing the suggestion that S4 could use local visual cues to correctly align a bar superimposed to an oriented background ( Fig   10A) . Importantly, even in this subject, the frame of reference could not explain the With an impaired dorsal pathways, our patients may lack the neuronal hardware that remaps the object orientation in external space, and therefore confuse the oblique orientations of our stimuli in the same way that neurons in the ventral area selective for vertical reflection would.
At first sight the fact that our subjects do not show the deficit in the postingtask may appear to conflict with a parietal lesion. However, among the areas usually affected by PVL lesions the intraparietal area AIP, which is particular important for grasping, is the less involved (Fiori et al. 2015) . As for the case of the patient DF (Goodale 2011) this area may receive direct visual information, bypassing the lesioned intraparietal cortex, which is highly likely to be damaged in PVL patients.
The patients described here differ in a few important aspects from DF. Firstly, their orientation agnosia is specific for oblique and they perceive ±45 degree as equal, while DF confused all orientations. Secondly, our patients have a haptic agnosia, while in DF the reported orientation deficit is only visual. So although both DF and our subjects could partially compensate for the deficit when using the vision for action system, they may be very different in the type of lesion. Contrary to DF, our patients may not have a ventral pathway lesion, as they do not suffer from object agnosia. At the same time our subjects may have a partial damage to the dorsal stream. Finally one important difference between our patients and DF is that here we are describing a developmental deficit, not a lesion acquired in adult age. It is possible that our PVL patients had ventral stream lesions, but they compensate the deficit during the post- Likewise cases of acallosal patients showed that they were still able to detect symmetry (Herbert and Humphrey 1996) . Finally a recent electrophysiological study demonstrated that symmetry can be detected by independent networks within each hemisphere (Wright et al. 2017 ). In our group of patients, PVL lesions were present in many other anterior and posterior periventricular regions, and the anatomical anomalies were not limited to the callosal thinning. Therefore it is possible that both mechanisms potentially involved in symmetry detection, both that operating the across-hemisphere matching, as well as the hemispheric-independent networks, were affected in our patients, at least for oblique orientations. However, as detection for cardinal stimuli was not majorly affected in our patients and the horizontal symmetry reflection improved performance in the symmetry task, we suggest that within the symmetry detection mechanisms (whatever they are) there should be a sub-specialization for different orientations. Type  IV  III  IV  IV  IV  II  GMFM levels  3  2  1  1  3  5  MACS levels  1  2  1  1  1 Single subjects (S1-S6) percent accuracy scored during the orientation 31 discrimination task when the visual (A) or the haptic (B) modalities were tested.
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Performance during the cardinal and diagonal orientation judgments are grouped is affecting a spatiotopic coordinate system and is independent from gravity. 
